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Outline:
Henri lives in the French village of Villers-Bretonneux. Billy lives in Melbourne, Australia. These two little boys, who
live thousands of kilometres apart, share one story that unites Villers-Bretonneux and Melbourne in history.
This moving and inspiring picture book is based upon the true story of a group of Victorian schoolchildren who raised
money to help rebuild a French school destroyed in WWI. As well as giving vivid insights into the lives of Australian
soldiers on the French battlefields, Do Not Forget Australia promotes strong core values of empathy, generosity and
compassion

Author/Illustrator Information:
Sally Murphy was born in Perth and now lives in Corrigin, in the wheat belt of Western Australia. In 2001 she
decided to dedicate herself to her dream of becoming a children’s author and has now published nearly 30 books.
As well as writing for children, Sally is also a children’s book reviewer who runs the review site www.aussiereviews.
com. Sally’s work has been widely acclaimed, with her verse novel Pearl Verses the World (illustrated by Heather
Potter) winning the children’s book category for the Indie Book of the Year awards, 2009, and the Speech Pathology
Australia Book of the Year Awards, 2010, Best Book for Language Development, Upper Primary. Toppling (illustrated
by Rhian Nest James) has won the Queensland Premier’s Literary Awards, Children’s Book – Mary Ryan’s Award,
2010 and the Western Australian Premier’s Book Award in the Children’s Book category.
The child of German immigrants, Sonia Kretschmar first developed an appreciation of illustration through the
storybooks sent to her by her grandmother. At the age of four she decided to become an illustrator after she
successfully drew her first duck. She went on to study Visual Communication at the Royal Melbourne Institute of
Technology. Sonia’s work has appeared in many magazines and books, including the award-winning Tensy Farlow
and the Home for Mislaid Children, written by Jen Storer. She was a finalist for the 2011 Archibald Prize, with her
portait of children’s author Cassandra Golds. Sonia’s first picture book for Walker Books Australia was Song of the
Dove by Errol Broome, which was based on the life of the Italian composer Bellini. Sonia is based in Melbourne,
Australia.
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Sally Murphy on Do Not Forget Australia

When my son Tom was in year 9, he was preparing to go on an Anzac student trip to France
and Belgium. At one of the parent information sessions I saw a photo (from a previous trip) of
a group of Aussie students posing for the camera under a big yellow sign that said “Do Not
Forget Australia”. The sign, I was told, was in a school in France.
I’d seen photos of that sign before, had even heard of the town Villers-Bretonneux, but this
was the first time I’d stopped and thought how amazing it was that there was a sign in a
French school reminding students to remember Australia. I couldn’t stop thinking about that
sign and wanting to know more about how it got to be there. I started researching the events
of World War1 and thinking about how I could tell that story using child characters.
Months later, on Anzac Day, 2008, I wrote the first draft of my story. Four years later I’m really pleased to be sharing
the story through Do Not Forget Australia. I’m hoping it will remind Australians not to forget Villers-Bretonneux.

Sonia Kretschmar on Do Not Forget Australia
In researching this book, I had the opportunity to look at lots of old photos and postcards. The
Australian War Memorial has a great resource of images online (http://www.ww1westernfront.
gov.au), as well as the National Library of Australia (http://trove.nla.gov.au.) I love to do as much
research as possible (short of catching a plane there), even to the point of doing a virtual tour of
the modern
Villers-Bretonneux via Google Street View! I think this helped me to get a much better
understanding of the place.
In approaching the pictures, I needed to show two parts of the world simultaneously without
confusing the reader, so I imagined the Australian images should be warm and bright, and the
world of WW1 France to be cool and smoky. I hope I also captured some of the emotion the characters would have
felt at that terrible time.

Discussion Questions and Activities
In the Classroom

Before Reading Do Not Forget Australia
•

Look closely at the front cover of the book. As a class, discuss your expectations of the book. What do you
think the story will be about? Where and when might it be set? What genre do you think it will be (e.g. fantasy,
suspense, comedy, historical fiction)? Provide reasons for your responses.

•

As a class, brainstorm things you know about France. Have the teacher or a class scribe write all ideas on the
white board, then, working in pairs, transform these ideas into a mind map, with information grouped under
appropriate headings such as “geography”, “food”, “history”, “art”, “politics”, etc.

•

Listen to the story being read aloud, without looking at the illustrations. Then, read or listen to the story being
read again, this time looking at the illustrations. How did the illustrations add to, or change, the meaning of
the story? Did they look as you expected them to, or were there significant differences between the way you
imagined the story and the way Kretschmar presented it?

•

On a globe or map of the world, locate Melbourne, Australia and Villers-Bretonneux, France. Work out
approximately how many kilometres there are between them. How long would it take to travel between the two
cities by plane? By boat? Trace the various routes Australian soldiers who fought in France may have taken to
Villers-Bretonneux. How long might their trip have taken? What modes of transport might they have used?
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Guided Reading Questions

Use these questions to stimulate discussion while you read through the book as a class.

•

Look closely at the endpapers. Why do you think the designer has chosen to use khaki green for the
background? What images can you see in the design? Why do you think these images have been included?

•

Why is Billy feeling glum the first time we encounter him? How do his reasons for being sad compare with
Henri’s?

•

What similarities do you notice between Billy’s and Henri’s lives? Do you think this is deliberate on the part of the
author? What message might she be trying to send by emphasising these similarities? In what way does way
your life resemble Billy’s and/or Henri’s?

•

Compare the illustrations showing Henri’s life in Villers-Bretonneux with the illustrations showing Billy’s life in
Melbourne. How are the colours different in each? What do you think Kretschmar is trying to emphasise with this
contrast? Think particularly about the mood or atmosphere the different palettes create.

•

Look at the illustration showing Adele and Henri visiting the soldiers’ graves. What flowers can you identify?
What do these flowers represent or symbolise? Can you think of any other famous symbols?

•

What do you think will happen after Billy receives the postcard from his father? What would you do in his
position?

•

Look at the pictures of the Victoria School towards the end of the book. What details in these pictures remind
you of Australia?

•

“Henri remembered something else. He remembered the continent he had forgotten as a boy.” How has Henri’s
attitude towards Australia changed since the beginning of the book? Have any of your attitudes changed after
hearing this story? Have you learnt anything new?

•

After finishing the story, what questions would you like to ask the different characters?

After Reading the Book
Discussing the Structure
•

Sally Murphy uses a parallel narrative structure in the book, putting Henri’s story alongside Billy’s, and jumping
back and forth between the two narratives. Why do you think she uses this structure? What is she trying to
emphasise about the lives of the two main characters?

•

Do Not Forget Australia combines elements of both fiction and non fiction. List the parts of the story that are
historical fact and those that may be the author’s creative interpretation.

Exploring the Language
•

Henri says of the war, “It was this war that grumbled and rumbled through his dreams.” The author has used
rhyme to help highlight Henri’s feelings of fear and uncertainty, as he worries about his father and what might
happen in the future. Can you find any other places in the book where the sound of words helps enhance their
meaning? Can you identify the technique the author has used? For instance, alliteration, repetition, rhythm and
short sentences.

•

Discuss the use of imagery (descriptive language) in the sentence, “It was as if a giant had squeezed the
schoolhouse in its hand and scattered the splintered remains.” How is this more effective than if the author had
simply written, “his school was little more than a pile of rubble”, and then moved on? What extra feelings or ideas
does this imagery conjure up for the reader? Can you locate any other examples of imagery in the book? Why do
you think the author has included them?
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